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Abstract:
Data leakage in electronic health records (EHRs) could result in the compromise of patient privacy

(e.g. health conditions). Generally data in EHRs remain unchanged once they are uploaded to the system,
and thus, blockchain can be potentially used to facilitate the sharing of such data. Different participating
medical organizations and individuals (e.g. medical practitioners, hospitals, medical labs and insurance
companies) can then access EHRs stored on the blockchain with a higher level of confidence. In this
paper, a blockchain based searchable encryption scheme for EHRs is proposed. The index for EHRs is
constructed through complex logic expressions and stored in the blockchain, so that a data user can utilize
the expressions to search the index. As only the index is migrated to the blockchain to facilitate
propagation, the data owners have full control over who can see their EHRs data. The use of blockchain
technology ensures the integrity, anti-tampering, traceability of EHRs’ index. Finally, the performance
of the proposed scheme is evaluated from two aspects: the overhead for extracting the document IDs
from EHRs and the overhead of transactions on smart contract in Ethereum.
Keywords: Searchable encryption, electronic health records, blockchain, smart contract, Ethereum

1. Introduction
Electronic health record (EHR) is a collection of individuals’ health related information, which
includes diseases, medication, medical images and personal information such as name, age, gender,
weight, and billing information. Such data are generally sensitive and needed to be protected against
unauthorized access; thus, one of the biggest challenges in healthcare systems is to share medical data
securely (i.e. without resulting in leakage of patient data).
One common or naïve method to share medical data is to construct index for EHRs and encrypt
EHRs prior to uploading them to the public cloud. The drawback of this approach is that different data
providers have their own ways of creating indices, which in turn impedes data sharing among different
medical organizations and individuals. Moreover, the cloud server may not be fully trusted. A general
verification mechanism that can be applied to all search schemes is also lacking in the current literature.
There is also no effective countermeasures to penalize a misbehaving server or user.
Blockchain-based solution is a viable approach that allows one to build upon cryptographic
algorithms to ensure data integrity, standardized auditing, and some formalized contracts for data access.
Therefore, a blockchain based searchable encryption scheme for EHRs sharing is proposed in this paper.
This scheme is designed to facilitate different healthcare institutions to share medical records in secure

manner. Our proposed solution not only brings convenience to patients, but also allows efficient sharing
of medical information among researchers. The data user can receive accurate / correct search results
with assurance, and know that any malicious activity (e.g. by a malicious server) can be identified during
an audit or other investigation. To enable doctors and researchers to access patients’ health data without
disclosing their personal data, the desensitization technique should be used before the information is
shared among others.
Similar to the approach of Hu et al. [1], fairness is also introduced to our scheme through smart
contracts to achieve a financially-fair search scheme. In the proposed scheme, every participant is treated
equally and incentivized to conform to correct computations. In this way, an honest party can always
gain what (s)he deserves while a malicious one gets nothing.
In our proposed system, only the search index is added to the blockchain to facilitate the distribution
of EHRs, while the real EHRs are stored in a public cloud server in an encrypted form. When users want
to access these EHRs, they need to authenticate themselves to the data owner to obtain the authorization
together with the decryption key. With this arrangement, the data owner has full control over who can
see their data. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
－

A blockchain based searchable encryption scheme for EHRs sharing is proposed. Specifically,
we demonstrate the potential of using smart contract in Ethereum [2].

－

The proposed scheme utilizes the complex Boolean expression to extract the EHRs to construct
the index, which differs from the scheme in [1]. Specifically, the scheme in [1] only supports
single keyword search, but our proposed scheme supports complex query that allows different
healthcare agents to request permission to access and interact with the medical records. In other
words, our proposed scheme is more practical.

－

The smart contract used in the proposed scheme is designed to trace monetary rewards,
including transaction fees, among involved parties in the multi-user setting. It ensures that the
data owner is paid as long as (s)he reveals the transcript, which allows other users to search
the database. At the same time, other users can obtain accurate search results as long as they
make the required payments. This property guarantees fairness among the data owners and
users.

－

Our proposed blockchain based solution also guarantees that data user can receive accurate
search results without additional verification. Meanwhile, as only the index is migrated to the
blockchain, access to the real EHRs needs to be authenticated by the data owner. Hence, the
data owner has full control over who can see their data.

In a real-world setting, EHR data need to be desensitized in order to remove personal information,
such as name, identity, and other identifying information. This paper mainly focuses on how to build the
index from EHRs and deploy them in the smart contract. Data owner can easily employ conventional
symmetric key cryptography to encrypt the relevant EHR data and then outsource the encrypted data to
some decentralized file storage network like InterPlanetary File System (IPFS).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. Relevant
background materials are presented in Section 3. The system model and design goals are described in
Section 4. The proposed scheme is presented in Section 5, and its security and performance evaluations
are presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Related Literature
Since the cloud server is not fully trusted, data should be encrypted before being uploaded to the

public cloud. To search on encrypted data, a large number of searchable encryption schemes, such as
searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) schemes [31], have been proposed in the literature.
The first SSE scheme, proposed by Song et al. [3], is a non-interactive single keyword based SSE
scheme. Specifically, this scheme scans all encrypted files and compares these files with the encrypted
searched keyword to determine whether the keyword exists in the scanned files. A key limitation is lack
of efficiency, particularly when the data size is large. Since this seminal work, many other different
functional SSE schemes have been proposed in the literature. Such schemes include multi-keyword SSE
schemes [4-7], dynamic SSE schemes [8-11] and verifiable SSE schemes [12-16].
In most existing schemes, the cloud server is modeled as an honest-but-curious party who will
perform the prescribed protocol honestly. In reality, a malicious server may return incomplete search
results or modified data. To address this concern, a number of verifiable SSE schemes [12-16] designed
to check the correctness and integrity of search results and data are presented in the literature. However,
these verifiable SSE schemes are highly dependent on specific constructions.
More importantly, the majority of verifiable SSE schemes only detect malicious behaviors, but they
do not include mechanisms to punish the dishonest server(s), should they be detected. In other words,
the malicious server may benefit financially by cheating the users. For example, the server receives
payment from users but does not fully execute the search protocol, so the user may not gain the expected
benefit. Therefore, a more reliable SSE scheme with built-in fairness mechanism is required. We refer
interested reader to [31] for a recent survey of SSEs and their properties.
In the context of this paper, for cloud-based electronic health record (EHR) applications, cloud
storage is usually provided privately (to preserve privacy and ensure security). This can, however, impede
data sharing among users. For instance, if a medical researcher wishes to observe the symptoms for
patients infected by Hepatitis B to identify or explore possible treatments, (s)he needs to separately
request for access to a (large) number of EHRs from different clouds. This can be challenging, in practice.
Earlier in 2011, Li et al. [17] proposed a fine-grained authorization scheme for users to gain access
to the search capabilities from localized trusted authorities according to their attributes. They presented
two authorized private keyword search (APKS) schemes, based on hierarchical predicate encryption
(HPE), to search on encrypted EHRs in public cloud. Their schemes provide functionalities, such as
multi-dimensional, multiple keyword searches with simple range query and delegation and revocation of
search capabilities.
In 2014, Xhafa et al. [18] proposed a fuzzy keyword search scheme with anonymous-ABE, designed
for a hybrid cloud environment. They used a private cloud as a proxy to securely deploy their EHR data
to the public cloud. They also adopted attribute-based encryption (ABE) to achieve fine grained access
control. Their fuzzy keyword search was realized by wildcard-based method, and the authors utilized a
symbol-based trie-traverse algorithm to improve efficiency.
In 2016, Liu et al. [19] proposed a cloud-based EHR sharing system, which supports fuzzy keyword
search. Their search scheme facilitates a medical practitioner (or other user) to quickly retrieve EHRs
whose symptoms contain the queried keywords. The ABE algorithm is also adopted to authenticate users
based on their attributes. Guo et al. [20] proposed an ABE based fine-grained authorization scheme on a
relational database. More recently, Yang et al. [21] proposed a dynamic SSE scheme that supports
forward privacy and delegated verifiability for EHR data. The authors utilized cloud storage and Internet
of Things (IoT) to facilitate remote patient monitoring.
The EHR search systems described above either do not support data sharing or they are designed
for a specific construction / application. In addition, the majority of these schemes use ABE mechanism

to perform fine-grained access control. As different schemes have different ways of creating indices,
these are not general methods to share EHRs even though they are based on ABE.
Recently in 2017, Li et al. [22] proposed a blockchain based SSE scheme, wherein blockchain is
utilized as a peer-to-peer network to store user data in a pay-per-use way. Each user has equal status in
the decentralized system and (s)he requests other users to store his/her data by submitting a transaction.
The user (also called a worker or miner) who adds these data as a block to the blockchain will get rewards,
whereby these data are stored in a public chain. However, this scheme only supports single keyword
search.
Hu et al. [1] proposed a smart contract based SSE scheme. In the proposed scheme, the index of
user files is stored in smart contract in the peer-to-peer network, while these files can be stored to any
public cloud storage system. They introduced the concept of fairness, which can guarantee that an honest
party can always gain what (s)he deserves while a malicious one gets nothing. This approach does not
require any verification but it can ensure that the user receives the correct search results. They
implemented a prototype of the proposed scheme based on Ethereum to illustrate the practicability of the
decentralized search scheme over encrypted data. However, this scheme also only supports single
keyword search.
Unlike the approaches presented in both [1] and [22], a blockchain based searchable encryption
scheme for EHRs is proposed in this paper. The complex logic expressions are utilized to construct the
EHRs’ index, and these expressions are used by the user to search the index stored in the blockchain.
Prior to presenting the detailed construction of the proposed scheme in Section 4, we will present the
relevant materials regarded in the understanding of the proposed scheme in the next section.

3. Background
In this section, the smart contract in Ethereum, the gas system and notations will be described.
3.1 Smart Contract in Ethereum
Smart contract, first proposed by Nick Szabo [23], is a computer program designed to digitally
enforce the negotiation of a contract. Recently, several cryptocurrencies have implemented different
types of smart contracts by utilizing cryptographic algorithms and various security protocols. A smart
contract is not necessarily related to the classical concept of a contract, but can be any kind of computer
program. The digital smart contract facilitates the reliable execution of transactions without involving
some third-party and all transactions are trackable and irreversible. In other words, smart contracts
provide security that is superior to traditional contract law and reduces transaction costs associated with
contracting.
Ethereum [2] is a decentralized platform that runs the smart contract. In Ethereum, the smart contract
is used to perform some general purpose computation on a blockchain or distributed ledger. Because of
the properties of blockchain, all operations are transparent and reliable in Ethereum. Ethereum is the first
blockchain implementation to have a Turing Complete virtual machine built in it. This implies that an
Ethereum smart contract can be used to perform any computational task, in theory.
There is an entity known as workers or miners in Ethereum, which validates and approves all
transactions in the blockchain. They add all new transactions to the blockchain by solving a
cryptographically challenging puzzle – a process referring to as mining of new blocks. Once a new block
is successfully mined, the worker is rewarded with newly-created cryptocurrency; thus, such rewards
incentivize third-party entities to mine more blocks. The data stored and computations executed on

Ethereum must be consistent across miners and cannot be modified or denied. All the stored data and
executed computations are transparent to any users. Each smart contract, identified by a special address,
consists of script code, a currency balance, and storage space in the form of a key/value store. Therefore,
Ethereum acts as a trusted base that is trusted for correctness and availability, but not for privacy.
3.2 Gas System
In Ethereum, the gas system is introduced to prevent the faulty or malicious programs from
occupying computing resources, such as the dead loop program. It can resist Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attack and achieve Turing complete smart contract. In Ethereum, each transaction has a limited gas
consumption, and the system will terminate the transaction when the gas limit is exhausted. Gas is
obtained by Ethereum currency exchange and gas consumption is the source of the income for the
workers.
As remarked by Hu et al. [1],
[T]he contract script is compiled into Ethereum opcodes and stored in the blockchain. Each opcode
will cost a certain pre-defined amount of gas. When initiating a smart contract through sending a
transaction, the sender has to specify the available “gasLimit” that supports execution, and the
corresponding “gasPrice” that the sender is willing to pay for each unit of gas. The transaction
will get included in the blockchain successfully only when the balance of the sender is larger than
gasLimit*gasPrice.
Using the gas system, a worker in Ethereum can be financially compensated by successfully solving
a designated cryptographic puzzle. If the gas consumption of a transaction is larger than the gasLimit,
then the transaction will be terminated and the gas consumption will be given to the worker.
When a user invokes a smart contract function, (s)he must declare that there is sufficient gas in the
account and be willing to pay that amount. Thus, developers should deploy some efficient code to
optimize the use of deployed protocols for users and ensure that appropriate fee is paid for transactions
submitted to the network.
3.3 Notations
The notations used in this paper are defined in Table 1.
Table 1 Notations
D

The plaintext documents collection of EHRs, denoted as a set of m documents D = {D1, D2, …, Dm}.

C

The encryption document collection for D, denoted as C = {C1, C2, …, Cm}.

id

The address or identifier of the document allocated by MongoDB.

I

The index of documents collection.

Q

The plaintext query.

TQ

The trapdoor for the query request.

R

The identifier collection of queried results.

d╞ X

It indicates that document d satisfies condition expression X.

⌊•⌋

It is a floor function.

||

It is a concatenation symbol.

⊥

It is used to denote “NULL”.

Get()

It is used to get the designated data item from a dictionary.

Two pseudo-random functions are defined as follows and λ is the security parameter.

f: {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}* → {0, 1}λ.
g : {0, 1}λ ×{0, 1}λ→{0, 1}*.

4. System Model and Design Goals
In this section, the system model and design goals are presented.
4.1. System Model
In the proposed scheme, there are three entities, namely: data owner, user and blockchain. The
system model is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The data owner is an entity that creates the EHRs, and this entity can be human (e.g., patient) or an
organization (e.g., hospital or clinic). The data owner then builds the index for the respective EHRs and
creates the smart contract to describe how one can search the index. Once this is completed, the data
owner sends both the smart contract and the index to the blockchain. After that, the data owner encrypts
the EHRs using a symmetric encryption algorithm and stores them at the cloud server.
The user is an entity that is authorized by the data owner to search the index to obtain the required
EHRs. The user can be human (e.g., medical practitioner) or an organization (e.g., hospital, medical
research institute, or health insurance company). The blockchain is an entity that stores the index and all
smart contracts. The authorized users search the blockchain for some specific EHRs, and the smart
contract should yield a correct and immutable result, which requires no further verification by the users.
Block
Prev Hash

Timestamp

Block
Prev Hash

Timestamp

Smart contract 1
Smart contract 2

Smart contract 1
Smart contract 2

Smart contract M

Smart contract N

BuildIndex

Request authorization
Data owner

Trapdoor

User

Fig. 1 System model

4.2. Design Goals
The design goals of the proposed scheme are similar to the scheme in [1]. We introduce the
blockchain to achieve a confidential, fair, sound and controllable searchable scheme for sharing of EHRs.
There are three goals for the proposed scheme, namely fairness, soundness and confidentiality.
Fairness. The fairness defined in this paper is similar to [1, 24, 25]. The property of fairness
guarantees that the user will receive accurate search results if the user pays for the query task, which will
be performed by a miner or worker, and the miner or worker will be rewarded by running the protocol
correctly. In addition, in order to access the EHRs the user will pay the data owner who sends the search
token to the user.Soundness. It means that if there is a dishonest entity that does not perform the protocol

in a predefined way, it will be detected and it obtains no reward. In previous schemes, this is achieved
by using a verification approach.
Confidentiality. In our scheme, as the newly added document is independent of previous
documents, there is no forward privacy problem. In addition, the proposed scheme is applied to index of
the EHRs, and the actual EHR data are stored to any other public storage system and can be protected by
any other privacy preserving methods. Thus, we only need to protect the confidentiality of the query
expressions from the adversary.
In the proposed scheme, each query Q is a complex expression and different queries are independent
of each other. The search algorithm will return all identifiers that satisfy the query, and we assume these
identifiers will be transferred via a secure channel to the user. In addition, we can encrypt these
identifiers.

5. The Construction
In this section, the formal definition and specific construction of the proposed scheme are described.
5.1. Formal Definition
The formal definition of the proposed scheme is defined as follows.
Definition 5.1. The proposed scheme is composed of five polynomial-time algorithms, namely:
Setup, BuildIndex, Enc, Trapdoor, Search:
(mk, sk)←Setup(1λ): It is run by the data owner to setup the scheme. It takes a security parameter
λ as input, and outputs the master key mk and the secret file encryption key sk.
I←BuildIndex(mk, D): It is run by the data owner to generate the index I. It takes the master key
mk and file collection D as input, and outputs the searchable index I.
C←Enc(sk, D): It is run by the data owner to encrypt documents. It takes the secret file encryption
key sk and file collection D as input, and outputs encrypted document collection C.
TQ←Trapdoor(mk, Q): It is run by the data owner to generate the trapdoor for the authorized user.
It takes mk and query Q as input, and outputs the trapdoor TQ.
R←Search(TQ, I): It is run by the smart contract. It takes the trapdoor TQ and index I as input, and
outputs the identifier list of relevant encrypted documents R.
4.2 Scheme Construction
Suppose all EHRs are stored on a NoSQL database, MongoDB. The form of the plaintext electronic
health records (EHRs) is illustrated in Table 2. In MongoDB, each EHR is seen as a document and has a
unique document identifier.
Table 2 An example of EHRs
User ID

Name

Gender

Age

Phone

Disease

Images

Medication

01

Zhang

1

25

*****

*****

*****

*****

02

Li

0

33

*****

*****

*****

*****

03

Wang

1

22

*****

*****

*****

*****

04

Chen

0

47

*****

*****

*****

*****

In the proposed scheme, the processes of file encryption, index construction, transaction generation
and search are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Processes of file encryption, index construction, transaction generation and search

The data owner scans all electronic health records (EHRs) and extracts all records that satisfy the
condition expression: X="(disease='disease name') AND (num1≤age<num2) AND (gender='male or
female') AND (hospital=' hospital name') AND (time1≤createTime<time2)". We can define 'age' as
between 0 to 100, and num2- num1=10. To make the expressions different from each other, the ‘create
time’ should also be included in the expressions. The ‘create time’ interval is set to be one year.
For example, Xi="(disease='hepatitis B') AND (20≤age<30) AND (gender='female') AND
(hospital=' Union Medical College Hospital') AND ('2000-01-01T00:00:00Z'≤createTime<'2001-0101T00:00: 00Z')". To extract all records that satisfy the condition expression Xi, one can query the
MongoDB as follows.
db.collection.find({"disease": "hepatitis B"}, {"age": {"$gte": 20, "$lt": 30}}, {"gender": " female"},
{"hospital": "Union Medical College Hospital"}, {"createTime": {"$gte": ISODate("2000-0101T00:00:00Z"), "$lt": ISODate("2001-01-01T00:00:00Z")}}).
All these expressions are denoted as X={X1, X2, ……, Xm). ID(Xi)={idij | Dij╞ Xi} denotes all
document identifiers if the document satisfies the expression Xi. The data owner calls the BuildIndex
algorithm to generate the index I based on the extracted identifiers. Then, the data owner encrypts all
plaintext documents to obtain the encrypted documents. The encrypted document collection can be
outsourced to any decentralized file storage network, such as InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [26].
When the user wishes to search some EHRs, (s)he first authenticates himself/herself to the data
owner and obtains the search token after authorization. Then, the user will utilize the token to request for
the search to the smart contract. The smart contract will use the token to search the blockchain to get the
corresponding results and return them to the user. The scheme construction is presented in Fig. 3. Here,
$Bowner and $Buser denote the deposit account of the data owner and user, respectively. $deposit
denotes the deposit currency by the user who will search the blockchain. $offer denotes the price for each
search that will be rewarded to the data owner. $gasPrice denotes price for each unit of gas. GLsrch and
Gsrch denote gas limit and cost for calling Search() function, respectively.

Setup(1λ):
(1) The data owner generates the master secret key mk←{0, 1}λ and document encryption key
sk←{0, 1}λ randomly.
(2) The data owner sets a price $offer for each search.
(3) The user makes a deposit $deposit from $Buser.
(4) The user sets a time limitation T1.
I←BuildIndex(mk, D):
(1) Scan EHRs and extract all records that satisfy the condition expression X={X1, X2, ……, Xm),
and get ID(Xi)={idij | Dij╞ Xi}.
(2) Initialize an empty list L and an empty dictionary I. For each Xi∈X:
(a) k1←f(mk, 1||Xi); k2←f(mk, 2||Xi);
(b) Set a = ⌊|ID(Xi)|/p⌋, c←0, where p denotes the number of file identifiers that can be packed;
(c) Partition ID(Xi) into a+1 segments. Pad the last segment to p entries if needed;
(d) For each segment in ID(Xi):
－id=id1||id2||……||idp, r←{0, 1}λ, d←id⊕g(k2, r), l←f(k1, c), c++;
－Add (l, d, r) to the list L.
(3) Partition L into n blocks Li for 1≤i≤n, and send them to the smart contract one by one with n
different transactions.
(4) The smart contract parses each entry in Li into (l, d, r), and adds each (l, d||r) to I.
C←Enc(sk, D):
It is executed by the data owner to encrypt the document collection. It uses a symmetric
encryption algorithm (e.g. AES) with the secret key sk to encrypt the plaintext document collection D
to obtain the ciphertext collection C.
TQ←Trapdoor(mk, Q):
A user sends a query request Q to the data owner. The owner first checks whether the request Q
satisfy the format of the defined expression. If yes, she estimates t and step, then computes k1←f(mk,
1||Q), k2←f(mk, 2||Q) and sends TQ=( k1, k2, t, step) to the user. Otherwise, she will return “Expression
Error” to the user.
Search(TQ, I):
(1) Assert current time T < T1. Otherwise, turn to (6).
(2) Assert $deposit > GLsrch × $gasPrice + $offer.
(3) The user sets c←0 and sends search token (k1, k2, c) to the smart contract.
(4) For i = 0 to t:
(a) For j = 0 until Get returns ⊥ or j ≥ step:
－l←f(k1, c); d, r←Get(I, l); id←d⊕g(k2, r), c++; j++.
－Parse id into (id1, id2,……idp) and save them to the list R.
(b) Set $cost ← $offer + Gsrch × $gasPrice.
(c) Send $offer to $Bowner and Gsrch × $gasPrice to the worker who performs the transaction.
(d) Set $deposit ← $deposit - $cost.
(e) The smart contract asserts that the estimated gas cost is lower than the balance. Assert
$deposit > GLsrch × $gasPrice + $offer and then go to (4a). Otherwise, turn to (5).
(5) Send $deposit to $Buser.
(6) Assert current time T > T1. Then send $deposit to $Buser.
Fig. 3. Scheme construction

In the setup phase, the reward for the data owner is predefined as $offer and the cost for mining a

block is predefined as the amount of gas. The time limitation should be practical, so that the transaction
can be processed appropriately. The identifier packing approach is similar to that of [1], which is inspired
by [27]. This mechanism can ensure that each transaction consumes less gas than gasLimit. In Ethereum,
each transaction has an upper bound of consumed gas, called gasLimit.
Assume |idi|=e, p*e≤λ, p is a system parameter chosen by the data owner. We use concatenation to
pack multiple file identifiers into one. To ensure confidentiality, the bit length of id should be less than
that of the security parameter λ. Therefore, we have p≤λ/e, where e is the bit length of the file identifier.
In the search phase, the cost of each transaction includes two parts, namely the reward to the data
owner (i.e. $offer) and the reward to the worker (i.e. Gsrch × $gasPrice). Within the predefined time
limitation T1, the data owner can obtain the reward from the trapdoor generation. Otherwise, the search
request by the user is overdue and the user’s deposit will be refunded. Note that each contract has a
unique address in Ethereum. With the search token and previously stored index, the smart contract
executes search algorithms and saves the search results (i.e., file identifiers) to its state, which is known
publicly including the data owner.
The proposed scheme only focuses on the accuracy of query, but it does not consider access to the
data of each EHRs. This can be achieved using existing file sharing schemes, for example using ABE
algorithm to achieve fine-grained access control [17, 18, 28].

6. Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation
The security analysis and performance evaluation are presented in this section.
6.1. Security Analysis
Fairness: This goal is achieved by using the incentive mechanism of the blockchain. As in Ethereum,
each user contributes his/her computing capability to add new block(s) to the blockchain and be rewarded
(e.g., financially) from the completed work. In other words, all transactions are paid through buying gas.
The malicious operation will be detected and the dishonest user will get nothing in return. However,
existing verifiable searchable encryption schemes [12-16] do not support this property, because the user
already paid before the server starts searching. After they received the search results and found that these
results are incorrect. However, there is no effective countermeasure to punish the dishonest entity.In
addition, the time limitation T1 specified by the user can ensure fairness from the aspect that the
transaction should be completed in this time; otherwise, the user’s deposit will be refunded.
Soundness: In the proposed scheme, the consensus characteristic of blockchain can guarantee that
the user can obtain reliable and correct search results without verification. As long as the smart contract
is correctly run on Ethereum, the search results will be stored as contract states permanently and publicly.
Any change on the search results can be detected by each node in the Ethereum network.
Confidentiality: The proof of confidentiality for the query expressions in our scheme is similar to
[1]. Since there is no updating operation (add and delete), it is simpler compared to the scheme of [1].
We also use real-ideal simulation game between a simulator S and an adversary A and introduce two
stateful leakage functions L = (L1, L2).
(1) L1 is defined as L1(D)=(∑𝑋𝑖 ∈𝑋 ⌈

|𝐼𝐷(𝑋𝑖)|
𝑝

⌉, m, {|Dj|}Dj∈D, {id(Dj|)}Dj∈D). These notations are defined

in Table 1.
(2) L2 is defined as L2(D, Q)=(ID(Q)={idj | Dj╞Q }, TQ). Input the document collection D and a
query expression Q, it outputs the search pattern and the trapdoor of the expression TQ.

Two simulation games RealΠA (λ) and IdealΠA,S (λ) are conducted by a challenger with an adversary
and a simulator respectively.
(1) RealΠA (λ): The challenger runs the algorithm Setup(1λ) to generate the master secret key
mk←{0, 1}λ and document encryption key sk←{0, 1}λ, then the adversary A sends the document
collection D to the challenger. The challenger executes algorithms I←BuildIndex(mk, D) and C←Enc(sk,
D) to generate the index and ciphertexts and gives them to A. A makes a number of adaptive queries, and
the adversary could receive the corresponding trapdoor TQ from the challenger. Finally, A returns a bit as
the output to indicate A wins or not.
(2) IdealΠA, S (λ): The adversary A chooses a document collection D. The simulator S outputs the
index and ciphertexts and sends them to A when the simulator gets the leakage algorithm L1(D). A makes
a number of queries Q. For each Q, the simulator makes the corresponding trapdoor and sends it to A
when given the leakage algorithm L2(D, Q). Finally, A returns a bit as the output to indicate A wins or
not.
We say that the proposed scheme Π is L-secure against non-adaptive attacks, if for any probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A, there exists a PPT simulator S such that,
|Pr[ RealΠA (λ) = 1]-Pr[IdealΠA,S (λ) = 1]|≤negl (λ),
where negl (λ) is a negligible function.
Theorem 6.1. If the pseudo-random functions f and g are pseudo-random, then the proposed scheme
Π is L-secure against non-adaptive attacks.
Proof. Similar to the security definition in [29], non-adaptive indistinguishability of SSE is
equivalent to non-adaptive semantic security of SSE. It is equivalent to proving that for all PPT
adversaries, there exists a PPT simulator S such that the advantage to distinguish the outputs of RealΠA
(λ) and IdealΠA,S (λ) is negligible.
IndΠA(λ) denotes a probabilistic experiment, if there exists all adversaries that Pr[Ind ΠA (λ)=1]≤1/2
+ negl(λ). We can say that the scheme is secure in the sense of non-adaptive indistinguishability and then
satisfies non-adaptive semantic secure. The adversary could win the game by analyzing the secret keys,
the encrypted index, the encrypted documents, and the linkability of trapdoors.
As the generation of document encryption key sk and the encryption process both are performed by
the data owner, if the encryption key can be kept secure, we consider the encrypted documents are secure.
So we have
Pr[IndΠA (λ)=1] = 1/2+Adv(A(mk))+Adv(A(I))+ Adv(A(TQ)),
where Adv(A(mk)) and Adv(A(I)) denote the advantage of adversary A to distinguish the master
secret key and the encrypted index from random strings. Adv(A(TQ)) denotes the advantage of adversary
to find out the relevance from the different trapdoors.
As the master key is generated randomly, there exists a negligible function neg l1(λ) such that
Adv(A (mk)) = |Pr[Setup(1λ)→mk]−Pr[Random→mk']| ≤ negl1(λ).
In the algorithm I←BuildIndex(mk, D), the index is consisted of (l, d||r), and r←{0, 1}λ, d←id⊕
g(k2, r), and l←f(k1, c). If f and g are pseudo-random, then all of them are random. So we have
Adv(A(I))=|Pr[BuildIndex(mk, D)→I]−Pr[Random→I']| ≤ negl2(λ).
In the algorithm TQ←Trapdoor(mk, Q), TQ=( k1, k2, t, step), k1←f(mk, 1||Q), and k2←f(mk, 2||Q).
For different queries Q1 and Q2, the trapdoors TQ1 and TQ2 are different and they are independent with
each other. Thus we have
Adv(A(Tw))=|Pr[Trapdoor(mk, Q)→TQ]−Pr[Random→T'Q]|≤negl3(λ).

Then, we have
Pr[IndΠA (λ)=1] = 1/2+ Adv(A(mk))+Adv(A(I))+ Adv(A(TQ))
= 1/2+|Pr[Setup(1λ)→mk]−Pr[Random→mk']|
+ |Pr[BuildIndex(mk, D)→I]−Pr[Random→I']|
+ |Pr[Trapdoor(mk, Q)→TQ]−Pr[Random→T'Q]|
≤1/2+ negl1(λ)+negl2(λ) +negl3(λ).
Let negl(λ)=negl1(λ)+negl2(λ)+negl3(λ). Then we have
Pr[IndΠA (λ)=1]≤1/2+negl(λ).
Thus, the proposed scheme Π is L-secure against non-adaptive attacks. □
6.2. Performance Evaluation
Findings from the performance evaluation is presented in this section. Our proposed scheme applies
blockchain to the EHRs and uses a condition expression to extract document IDs to build index, instead
of building single keyword based index as proposed in [1]. Overheads incurred by the proposed scheme
are mainly due to extraction of the document IDs from the EHRs and the transactions on smart contract
in Ethereum. Prior to presenting our evaluation findings, we will first provide a comparative summary
of our proposed scheme and the scheme of Hu et al. [1].
From the perspective of query functionalities, the proposed scheme supports complex Boolean
expression and range query, while the scheme of Hu et al. only supports single keyword search. As
previously discussed, as data in EHRs typically remain unchanged once they are uploaded to the system;
thus, we do not need to consider dynamic data updating operations. In addition, our scheme is designed
specifically for EHRs unlike the general setting assumed in the scheme of Hu et al. [1] – see Table 3.
Table 3: Key differences between our proposed scheme and the scheme of Hu et al. [1].
Scheme

Query Support

Application Context

Hu et al. [1]

Single keyword

General

Ours

Boolean, range

EHRs

The index structures in both schemes are inverted index and the indices are stored to smart contracts.
Also, both schemes support multi-user setting. During index construction, the proposed scheme will
extract Boolean expression from EHRs, while the scheme of Hu et al. will extract single keyword from
user data. Therefore, the overhead of index construction in both schemes differs.
6.2.1 Overhead incurred during the Extraction of EHRs
Experiments are performed on a computing system with an Intel core i5-7200U 2.5GHz processor,
8 GB memory, and Windows 10 (64 bit) operation system, coding implemented in Python 2.7 and
MongoDB 3.4 enterprise edition.
As there is no publicly available EHR database, the Nursery dataset from University of California,
Irvine (UCI) Machine Learning Repository [30] is selected as the test dataset. It has also been used in
prior work on searchable encryption, such as [17].
The Nursery dataset has eight categorical attributes and one class attribute, and each attribute has
up to 5 values. In the evaluation, each attribute is regarded as a keyword field and each attribute value as
a keyword. The original dataset contains 12,960 records in total. A document identity field is also added

to the Nursery dataset, which allows us to extract document identities after each MongoDB query. In
addition, the original meaning of attributes is adjusted to the corresponding field of the EHRs.
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Fig. 4 Age distribution of 5000 EHR documents

To evaluate the overhead of extracting document IDs that satisfy the specific expression from the
MongoDB, five groups of datasets that contain 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 EHR documents are
evaluated. For different size of EHR documents, the distribution of different age groups is similar and
the number of people in the 20-40 age group is the most. The age distribution of 5000 EHR documents
is illustrated in Fig. 4. As the size of the dataset is small, the gender is not divided further. The disease
field is queried but it consists of the same disease.
The overhead of extracting all the EHR identifiers for different size of documents is presented in
Fig. 5. The time for extracting the EHR identifiers from 1000 and 5000 documents is about 0.138 s and
0.471 s, respectively. Thus, it is clear that extracting document IDs from MongoDB is very efficient.

Fig. 5 Overhead of extracting all the EHR identifiers for different size of documents

6.2.2 Overhead Incurred during the Execution of Smart Contract in Ethereum
The smart contract used in the proposed scheme is the same as that of [1]; thus, the performance is
also similar. In [1], a machine configured with 4 Intel cores i7-3770, a 16 GB RAM and an Ubuntu
16.04.2 operation system was used as the data owner, and the experiments implemented in Python
Solidity and JavaScript.
To avoid exceeding gasLimit, the encrypted database is divided into n subsets and sent to the smart

contract through n transactions. The pack number is set as p = 8, each search is completed with t = 4
transactions at most, and each of them returns step = 47 items at most. The datasets derived from Enron
emails are used in [1] and these datasets are summarized in Table 3. Similar to our scheme, the keyword
is our condition expression.
Table 3 Characteristics of datasets used in the experiments and [1]
Dataset name

Keyword-ID pairs

Distinct keywords

Dataset size

DS1

100 763

22 673

5.4 MB

DS2

300 617

54 980

14.1 MB

DS3

500 567

75 924

21.3 MB

DS4

1 000 141

123 912

39 MB

On the locally simulated Ethereum network TestRPC, the time for mining the block is set to be 0.
We refer reader interested in the time overheads and transaction numbers for each phase on the different
datasets to [1]. Unlike existing centralized search schemes, the time overhead of smart contract is much
higher than that of the data owner. This is because storing all data requires thousands of transactions,
with each transaction costing about 4 seconds on average. The search time for each located document
with varying number of matching records is illustrated in Fig 6. From the figure, one can observe a larger
result set yields a lower search overhead, and the search algorithm is slower for larger dataset because a
larger number of mined blocks leads to a longer time for loading.

Fig. 6 Search time per matching document in TestRPC. (Data stem from [1])

On the official Ethereum test network Rinkeby, due to the limited balance, experiments are
performed on the smallest database DS1. According to the parameters p = 8 and t = 4, there are 350
transactions for database DS1. The average block time for mining is 15 s and it consumes 88 min to
complete the entire setup phase. It means that the time is mainly spent on smart contract, rather than the
data owner in traditional SSE scheme.
After receiving a search token, the search time is about 20 s, 21 s, and 23.5 s for 100, 210, and 290
matched documents, respectively in one transaction. The search time is about 39.5 s and 40 s for 430 and
515 matched documents, respectively in two transactions. The search time is about 57 s and 56 s for 630
and 708 matched documents, respectively in three transactions. It can be seen that the search time grows
with the number of matched documents and transactions.
6.2.3 Other Overheads
The process of index construction comprises extracting of document identifiers and packing of these
identifiers for inclusion in the smart contract. Thus, the time overhead of index construction consists of

two parts. However, without access to a publicly available EHR database or a collaborating hospital, we
are unable to evaluate the actual performance of our proposed approach. It does appear from our
evaluations that the index construction is efficient. For 5000 documents, the time for extracting the EHR
identifiers is about 0.471 s, and 15 transactions to append them to the smart contract for p = 8 and step =
47. In practice, the time overhead is mainly incurred at the smart contract, and hence it is efficient for the
data owner.
Overhead associated with trapdoor generation includes estimation of t and step, which will
determine the number of transactions and two pseudo-random functions. Therefore, the overhead is
independent of the number of documents and it is constant. Overhead incurred during the search (see Fig.
6) is mainly depends on the number of transactions, and this is dominated by the operations on the smart
contract.

7. Conclusion
Blockchain is a relatively recent trend, which has promises in a number of applications for both
civilian and military contexts. Inspired by the approach of Hu et al. [1], a blockchain based searchable
encryption for EHRs sharing scheme was proposed in this paper. Utilizing a designated smart contract in
blockchain to replace the centralized server, we were able to achieve a reliable and confidential search
scheme without any verification mechanism. Leveraging blockchain, the proposed scheme attains
fairness in the sense that honest users (and not the malicious entity) will be rewarded. The security
analysis and performance evaluations suggested that the proposed scheme is feasible and effective.
Future research includes implementing a proof-of-concept of the proposed scheme and evaluating
it in a real-world environment, for example in a smart campus setting of the authors. This will allow us
to evaluate its utility in a real-world setting, as well as its scalability across different institutions and
countries.
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